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Robert La Follette was a progressive senator from Wisconsin from 1906 to 1925. During
that time, he earned the nickname "Fighting Bob" because of his "support for progressive
reforms, rousing oratory, and frequent clashes with party leaders."1 Perhaps he is best
remembered for his vocal and passionate opposition to our nation's involvement in World War
I.2 On October 6, 1917, only six months after the United States entered World War I, La Follette
delivered a three hour address to the Senate titled "Free Speech and the Right of Congress to
Declare the Objects of the War." In this speech, he defended his constitutional right, and the
right of all Americans, to voice their opinions regarding war.3 Upon delivering the address, La
Follette received "resounding applause from the Senate galleries"4 and the speech itself has
been "widely regarded as one of the most powerful arguments for free speech rights during
wartime."5
In his address, La Follette successfully framed the threat to free speech in wartime as a
crisis even more pressing than war itself. Indeed, he demanded that protecting free speech in
time of war was "the most important question in this country to-day" (17). The senator made
his position plain, arguing for the preservation of first amendment rights, because "more than
all, the citizen and his representative in Congress in time of war must maintain his right of free
speech…. More than in times of peace it is necessary that the channels for free public
discussion of governmental policies shall be open and unclogged" (17). In this essay, I argue
that La Follette supported his position by interpreting the constitutional right to free speech
using historical, textual, doctrinal, and ethical modalities. Ultimately, I contend that La Follette
staked out a position that was both pragmatic—as he acknowledged the necessities of war—
and idealistic, as he argued for the preservation of free speech in times of national crisis.
This essay is divided into four major sections. In the first section, I provide an overview
of the Progressive Era and progressive insurgency, as well as highlight a few key features of
World War I politics. The second section is devoted to a brief biography of La Follette that
focuses on his most noteworthy and relevant political and oratorical achievements. In the third
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section, I analyze "Free Speech and the Right of Congress to Declare the Objects of the War"
utilizing Philip Bobbitt's six modalities of constitutional interpretation. The essay concludes with
a discussion of implications regarding La Follette's address and free speech in times of national
crisis.
Historical Context
La Follette delivered his famous speech as the Progressive Era overlapped into World
War I. A distinguishing characteristic of the Progressive Era, which roughly spanned the years
1890 to 1920, was reform.6 Individuals who identified themselves as progressives—namely,
"farmers, trade unionists, small businessmen, college and university faculty, and even an
occasional millionaire"7—sought to reform the social, political, and economic problems borne
from the country's rapid industrial growth and development. Such problems included poor
working conditions, poverty, outpaced social infrastructure, disease, crime, immigration,
prohibition, and suffrage.8 In government, progressive wings of the Democratic and Republican
parties took shape which eventually led to the formation of the Progressive Party in 1912. The
Progressive Party, according to some historians, was "the most important third party to appear
on the American political landscape in the 20th century."9 As a Republican who associated
himself with the progressive wing of the Republican Party and was long recognized as its leader,
La Follette came to "epitomize the Progressive" and even embody "the personification of the
Progressive Era."10
The wave of progressivism led to a political revolt in Congress from 1909 to 1916 known
as "insurgency."11 Even though this relatively small revolt was led by roughly ten Republican
progressives, historian James Holt characterized insurgent republicanism as "one of the most
celebrated political movements of the whole 'progressive era.'"12 The term "insurgent," Holt
explained, referred to "political rebels of various kinds, but especially dissident Republicans in
Congress," including La Follette, whose main activity was "meeting constantly to plan strategy
in private, openly defying the party's established leaders in public."13 The men who constituted
the insurgent faction were reform-minded progressive Republicans, and "for the most part, the
insurgents represented a rural, traditional brand of progressivism. The centers of insurgent
strength were overwhelmingly rural in character, and the insurgents were great exponents of
the values of rural life."14 Given his progressive politics and rural ethic (he worked as a farm
laborer in Wisconsin), it is not surprising that La Follette embraced insurgent progressivism15
and considered it "the wave of the future."16
By the time World War I broke out in Europe in 1914, like most Americans, including
President Woodrow Wilson, La Follette supported a policy of neutrality and even isolationism.17
However, public opinion began to shift when news broke in May of 1915 that a German
submarine sank a British passenger liner, the Lusitania, killing nearly 1200 people including 124
U.S. citizens.18 Almost two years later, when Germany resumed unrestricted submarine warfare
and the Zimmerman telegram revealed a German plot against the United States,19 President
Wilson asked Congress for a declaration of war against Germany and its allies on April 2, 1917.20
Congress delivered their war declaration four days later but without the support of six senators
who voted against joining the war, including La Follette.
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On the very same night that President Wilson asked Congress for a declaration of war,
two U.S. congressmen—Representative Edwin Webb, of North Carolina and Senator Charles
Culberson, of Texas—proposed bills "to deal with espionage and treason."21 Two months later,
these bills were enacted into a law known as the Espionage Act (and later amended in 1918
with the Sedition Act). As Strassfeld explained, the Espionage Act was "mostly uncontroversial"
at the time because it "dealt with a wide range of issues, from criminalizing various acts of
espionage to protecting shipping;" however, "the act is remembered…for those provisions that
affected civil liberties,"22 particularly free speech, and for how it was used to prosecute
individuals of the American political Left.23 Because of the deleterious effects of the Espionage
Act on American civil liberties, "it resulted in several important U.S. Supreme Court decisions
regarding freedom of speech that continue to be studied."24 Stone observed more pointedly
that in spring and fall of 1919,e Court, "established dismal precedents that took the nation half
a century to overcome."25 Thus, as historians, legal experts, and First Amendment scholars have
observed, the era beginning with World War I marked "a formative time for our current ideals
of freedom of expression."26
While always vocal about his opposition to the Espionage Act and U.S. involvement in
the war, La Follette's expression of dissent in September of 1917 launched him into public
controversy. On September 20, 1917, La Follette delivered a speech to the Nonpartisan League
convention in St. Paul, Minnesota that included topics such as the League itself, the Granger
movement, and war taxation. But within his remarks, La Follette also made a statement
regarding the causes of war. He asserted, "For my own part I was not in favor of beginning the
war. I don't mean to say that we hadn't suffered grievances; we had—at the hands of Germany.
Serious grievances.” However, in La Follette's estimation, those grievances were "insufficient"
for Wilson and Congress to declare war.27 The next morning, scandal erupted as the Associated
Press news service misquoted the senator as instead saying, "I was not in favor of beginning
this war. We had no grievance."28 Newspapers also reported that the tone of the meeting was
"disloyal" and that La Follette argued that the Lusitania's sinking was justified.29 The backlash
against the senator for reportedly uttering such treasonous sentiments was swift and certain. A
segment of the news media vilified La Follette by comparing him to Judas and Benedict
Arnold,30 while clubs and associations expelled him from their organizations.31 He endured
"being spat upon and even burned in effigy."32 In Congress, the Committee on Privileges and
Elections launched an investigation and hearing to consider a resolution to expel the senator
from his seat. La Follette was finally vindicated in November 1918 as the Committee voted to
dismiss the expulsion charges and the Associated Press issued a public apology and retraction
of the misquoted speech.33 The Senate even voted in 1923 to reimburse La Follette for his legal
expenses when they "acknowledged the frivolous nature of the disloyalty charges."34
Robert M. La Follette, Sr.
Robert "Bob" Marion La Follette was born on June 14, 1855, in Primrose township in
Dane County, Wisconsin.35 He worked as a farm laborer until moving to Madison in 1873 and
entering the University of Wisconsin in 1875.36 While in college, La Follette joined the
Athenaean Literary Society, a literary and debating society, which gave him "a forum for acting
and speaking," and by the time he graduated in 1879, "he had won a reputation as one of the
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best orators in the Madison area."37 La Follette passed the bar examination in 1880 and moved
back to Dane County with his classmate and soon to be wife, Belle Case. The following year,
Bob was elected District Attorney of Dane County and easily won reelection in 1882. By all
accounts, La Follette "was a popular district attorney because he zealously prosecuted tramps,
vagrants, drunkards, and other public nuisances."38 Next was a run for the U.S. House of
Representatives as a Republican. Winning his congressional seat in 1884, La Follette became
"the youngest member of the Forty-ninth Congress" in 1885 and remained in that position until
1890 when he lost his seat to Democrat Allen Bushnell.39 After his congressional defeat, La
Follette returned home to Madison to practice law, and over the course of the next decade,
established himself as a Progressive.40
While history could point to any number of events that shaped La Follette's progressive
politics and public character, a defining moment was certainly his "public battle"41 with Philetus
Sawyer. La Follette himself reported that: "Nothing else ever came into my life that exerted
such a powerful influence upon me as that affair. It was the turning point, in a way, of my
career."42 Sawyer was a U.S. Senator from Wisconsin as well as a powerful lumber and railroad
magnate who allegedly offered La Follette a bribe in 1891 "in a court case presided over by La
Follette’s brother-in-law, Judge Robert G. Siebecker."43 The intensely honest La Follette refused
the bribe, and for the next ten years, "traveled around the state speaking out against the
influence of crooked politicians and the powerful lumber barons and railroad interests that
dominated his own party."44 La Follette's progressivism earned him many friends, but also
many enemies who worked tirelessly and successfully to stop his bid for Wisconsin governor in
1896 and 1898.
La Follette finally won the governorship in 1900 and promised to institute his own brand
of progressive reform; specifically, "measures that doubled the taxes on the railroads, broke up
monopolies, preserved the state's forests, protected workers' rights, defended small farmers,
and regulated lobbying to end patronage politics."45 He easily won reelection in 1902 and 1904.
It was in 1906 that La Follette won his seat in the U.S. Senate. During his tenure as senator, La
Follette maintained a loyal following and stayed true to his progressive agenda, including
campaigns for woman suffrage, social security, child labor laws, and other progressive reforms.
In January of 1909, he published La Follette's Weekly Magazine (renamed Vie Progressive in
1928), which became "the mouthpiece of progressivism," especially among progressive farmers
and working people.46
By 1911, La Follette cemented his position as "the undisputed leader of the progressives
in the Senate," and by the time of the United States' involvement in World War I from 19171918, he became "the leader of the outspoken anti-war faction in the Senate."47 He ran for
president in 1924 as the Progressive Party candidate, and while his campaign showed promise
by garnering support from farm and labor organizations,48 and by polling at "almost five million
votes," he was ultimately defeated by the Republican incumbent, Calvin Coolidge.49 The
following year, at age 70, Fighting Bob died of a heart attack, leaving friends around the nation
to eulogize the firebrand "for his philosophies, achievements, and most of all, his impeccable
integrity."50
Over the course of his career and especially during his time in Senate, La Follette
fortified his reputation as a principled, passionate, and verbose orator. In fact, Fighting Bob may
be considered an archetype of the Progressive Era's "oratorical revival"51 also known as the
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"second oratorical renaissance."52 As with the first oratorical revival in the first half of the
nineteenth century—which included such celebrated speakers as Daniel Webster, Henry Clay,
and Abraham Lincoln—the distinguished oratorical statesmen of the second revival spoke with
"an exalted standard of eloquence and intellectual mastery;" however, orators of the second
revival delivered "emotionally charged harangues"53 to inspire "carnivalesque spectacle"54 and
"stir excitement"55 in their audiences. Of course, this brand of oratory certainly had its
detractors. Robert Stuart MacArthur, a writer for The World To-Day monthly magazine,
reported of a La Follette speech that "the ardency of his zeal leads him occasionally, in the
opinion of many hearers, to unfairness and even to fanaticism."56 Similarly, a writer at the
Milwaukee Journal reported of La Follette’s acceptance speech at the Republican convention in
1902: "This is not oratory, it is passion. It is fanaticism. It is demagoguery. It is not force, it is
frenzy."57 Regardless of their critics, the great speakers of the second oratorical renaissance
enjoyed immense political influence and power. As La Follette himself once commented, the
orator "holds the balance of power. It is the orator, more than ever before, who influences the
course of legislation and directs the destinies of states."58 La Follette's "Free Speech and the
Right of Congress to Declare the Objects of the War" was certainly representative of the second
oratorical revival and typical of the senator's rhetorical style.
"Free Speech and the Right of Congress to Declare the Objects of the War"59
Lincoln Steffens once reported to McClure's Magazine that, "some of [La Follette's
speeches] are so loaded with facts and such closely knit arguments, that they demand careful
reading."60 Indeed, scholars who have engaged in "careful readings" of Fighting Bob's most
well-known public speeches have detailed and celebrated the texture of the senator's rhetorical
acumen. An early analysis of Fighting Bob's rhetoric was published in William N. Brigance's 1943
collection of essays, A History and Criticism of American Public Address. In that essay, Lahman
detailed La Follette's personal biography along with his "speech training and leadership"61 to
conclude that, "measured by the tests of immediate response, practical results, and long-term
influence, La Follette was an effective public speaker."62 In another analysis, Lawler argued that
La Follette's oratory "is a fine example of the nobility of the American idea of freedom."63
Rhetorical critic Carl R. Burgchardt specifically analyzed "Free Speech and the Right of Congress
to Declare the Objects of the War" as an "apologia" or speech of self-defense, arguing that La
Follette "skillfully combined policy advocacy, counterattack, and apology in the same, seamless
address."64 More recently, communication scholars Grant C. Cos and Brian J. Snee agreed that
La Follette's speech was an apologia and offered that the "synthesis of form and content" of the
speech functioned to "shift…attention from the minute details of the day to more significant
and timeless ideals."65 Even analyses of La Follette's other public addresses offer insight into
Fighting Bob's rhetorical style and "imprint,"66 as well as a richer understanding of and greater
appreciation for La Follette's landmark address on free speech in wartime.67
Based upon my own "careful reading," I focus on the senator's constitutional
interpretations as he argued in favor of free speech and protected dissent in times of national
crisis. His thesis was quite simple—"I maintain that Congress has the right and the duty to
declare the objects of the war and the people have the right and the obligation to discuss it"
(145)—but the arguments he advanced to support that claim were typical of the "second
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oratorical revival" and thus rather "intellectual" and sophisticated. It is important throughout
this analysis to remember that La Follette delivered his speech six months after the U.S.
declared war on Germany; four months after Congress passed the Espionage Act; less than
three weeks after his St. Paul speech debacle; and mere days after the Committee on Privileges
and Elections received the expulsion petition against him. But rather than taking the
opportunity to defend himself personally, as many expected68 and as the "jammed" galleries of
the Senate suggested,69 Fighting Bob chose instead to speak to the larger issue of free speech in
wartime. Thus, finding an opportunity to analyze the constitutional arguments featured in La
Follette's most noteworthy address, I proceed with an appropriate analytical framework.
Constitutional Arguments: An Interpretive Framework
To unpack and understand La Follette's sometimes dense legal arguments, I apply Philip
Bobbitt's theory of constitutional interpretation. Bobbitt, a constitutional theorist, identified six
"modalities" or "ways in which legal propositions are characterized as true from a constitutional
point of view."70 Bobbitt's modalities also offer rhetorical critics a useful framework for
analyzing legal arguments such as those found in La Follette's speech.71 I briefly introduce each
of the six modalities here, but I explain the four most applicable arguments in more detail
throughout the analysis.
The first type of constitutional modality Bobbitt identified is historical argument, which
he explained, "marshals the intent of the draftsmen of the Constitution and the people who
adopted the Constitution."72 The second mode of constitutional interpretation, textual
argument, offers a close reading of the words and meanings of the Constitution in current
context. The third type of argument Bobbitt found is doctrinal, an argument based almost
entirely on legal precedent and doctrines. Fourth, ethical arguments, Bobbitt explained, "[rely]
on a characterization of American institutions and the role within them of the American people.
It is the character, or ethos, of the American policy that is advanced in ethical argument as the
source from which particular decisions derive."73 The fifth argument Bobbitt identified is
structural, grounded in the claim that "a particular principle or practical result is implicit in the
structures of government and the relationships that are created by the Constitution among
citizens and governments."74 Finally, prudential arguments weigh the costs and benefits of legal
propositions. Even though some or all of these arguments may appear in a rhetor's
constitutional discourse, it is often the case that rhetors will favor certain arguments over
others. My analysis reveals La Follette's preference for historical, textual, doctrinal, and ethical
arguments in his "Free Speech and the Right of Congress to Declare the Objects of the War"
address, suggesting an equal balance of idealistic and pragmatic perspectives on his part. I now
consider each of these four arguments in turn.
La Follette's Historical Arguments
La Follette relied heavily on historical appeals to argue that the framers and ratifiers of
the Constitution intended war powers for Congress and protected free speech for all American
citizens. Reid and Klumpp similarly noted La Follette's preference for historical arguments: "his
explicit argument was that Americans have traditionally respected free speech, but he implicitly
identified himself with historical heroes."75 With the historical modality, the rhetor focuses on
the context surrounding the creation and adoption of the Constitution, or as Bobbitt explained,
"on the intentions of the framers and ratifiers of the Constitution."76 Bobbitt problematized this
type of argument, pointing out that the "original understanding" and "intentions"77 of the
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framers and ratifiers may never be completely known. Furthermore, he mused how "odd it is
that the original understanding in any field of study should govern present behavior."78 Thus,
while historical arguments may be considered "odd" in current political contexts, and while
they may never quite capture the "original understanding" of the Constitution, rhetors employ
these arguments in constitutional discourse to bolster their arguments and their own ethos.
Early in the address, La Follette announced explicitly that he would be evoking historical
events and figures to make his case. "What I am saying," the senator announced, "has been
exemplified in the lives and public discussion of the ablest statesmen of this country, whose
memories we most revere and whose deeds, we most justly commemorate. I shall presently ask
the attention of the Senate to the views of some of these men upon the subject we are now
considering" (21). The "ablest statesmen" La Follette evoked included Henry Clay, Abraham
Lincoln, Charles Sumner, and Daniel Webster. He lauded these men as "a galaxy of names in
American history" who "believed and asserted and advocated in the midst of war that it was
the right—the constitutional right—and the patriotic duty of American citizens, after the
declaration of war and while the war was in progress, to discuss the issues of the war and to
criticize the policies employed in its prosecution and to work for the election of representatives
opposed to prolonging war" (58). Even though these men were not framers or ratifiers of the
Constitution, they were defenders and advocates of the Constitution, and their ethos as "great
men" lent itself to La Follette's persona as a constitutional devotee. Additionally, reference to
these revered oratorical statesmen is evidence of the "second oratorical renaissance" discussed
earlier in this essay; that orators of the Progressive Era were "still reverent of the golden age of
oratory that opened with Webster and Hayne, Calhoun and Clay."79
La Follette did make historical arguments featuring the Founders who first conceived of
and drafted the Constitution. At one point in the address, when citing the constitutional rights
of Congress to declare and decide the conditions of war (84), La Follette discussed at length the
intentions of the framers at the constitutional convention of 1787-1789:
We all know from the debates which took place in the constitutional convention why it
was that the constitution was so framed as to vest in the Congress the entire warmaking
power. The framers of the Constitution knew that to give to one man that power
meant danger to the rights and liberties of the people. They knew that it mattered not whether
you call the man king or emperor, czar or president, to put into his hands the power of
making war or peace meant despotism. It meant that the people would be called upon
to
wage wars in which they had no interest or to which they might even be
opposed. It meant secret diplomacy and secret treaties. It meant that in those things, most
vital to the
lives and welfare of the people, they would have nothing to say. The framers of
the
Constitution believed that they had guarded against this in the language I have quoted.
They placed the entire control of this subject in the hands of the Congress. (85)
Throughout this passage, La Follette seemed certain about the intent of the framers,
about what "they knew" and what they "believed" about the war-making powers of Congress
(85). Quick to tie those powers to free speech, the senator followed his remarks with a clear
statement for first amendment rights: "And it was assumed that debate would be free and
open, that many men representing all the sections of the country would freely, frankly, and
calmly exchange their views, unafraid of the power of the Executive, uninfluenced by anything
except their own convictions, and a desire to obey the will of the people expressed in a
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constitutional manner" (85). Thus, the framers supported war powers for Congress and free
speech in times of war, just as La Follette did. Such a rhetorical maneuver worked to intensify
the senator's ethos by aligning him with the "greats" and their original intent.
At other times during the speech, rather than directly citing framers like George
Washington, James Madison, or Alexander Hamilton, La Follette cited historical figures who
themselves cited such Founders. For example, La Follette cited a speech delivered by Henry Clay
regarding the rights of American citizens "to freely discuss every question relating to the
[Mexican] war" (23) and the rights of Congress to determine the conditions of that war. In citing
that speech, Clay essentially spoke for La Follette when the senator announced, "A declaration
of war is the highest and most awful exercise of sovereignty. The convention which framed our
federal constitution had learned from the pages of history that it had been often and greatly
abused…. The convention therefore resolved to guard the war-making power against those
great abuses, of which, in the hands of a monarch, it was so susceptible" (25). Thus, by citing
Clay's speech, La Follette allowed Henry Clay and the men at the constitutional convention to
speak on his behalf and support his claim that the original intent of the Constitution was for
congressional war powers.
La Follette's Textual Arguments
La Follette relied heavily upon textual interpretation of the Constitution to make free
speech arguments. Bobbitt noted that textual arguments are often confused with historical
arguments as they both deal with the past and "both can have reference to the specific text of
the Constitution."80 However, the textual modality focuses specifically on the words of the
Constitution and "to arguments that the text of the Constitution would, to the average person,
appear to declare, or deny, or be too vague to say."81 In making the distinction between
historical and textual appeals, Bobbitt explained how the words of the Constitution still hold
relevance (and reverence) today, because textual arguments "rest on a sort of ongoing social
contract, whose terms are given their contemporary meanings continually reaffirmed by the
refusal of the People to amend the instrument."82 Thus, the document itself, not just the
framers and ratifiers, are the focus of this argument and still hold salience to contemporary
audiences. La Follette knew this as he made his textual arguments.
La Follette featured the textual modality in a section titled "Constitutional Provisions
Involved." Here we find the senator citing exact language from the Constitution to support his
claim that the right to declare war, decide the conditions of war, and end war—and,
consequently, speak freely about war—lie with the elected officials of Congress, not the
Executive. La Follette recited "Section 8, Article I, of the Constitution," that "the Congress shall
have power to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises to pay the debts and provide
for the common defense and general welfare of the United States" (80). The senator did not
allow "the plain language of the Constitution" to speak for itself (94); rather, he offered an
interpretation:
In this first sentence we find that no war can be prosecuted without the consent of the
Congress. No war can be prosecuted without money. There is no power to raise the
money for war except the power of Congress. From this provision alone it must follow
absolutely and without qualification that the duty of determining whether a war shall be
prosecuted or not, whether the people's money shall be expended for the purpose of
war or not rests upon the Congress, and with that power goes necessarily the power to
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determine the purposes of the war, for if the Congress does not approve the purposes
of
the war, it may refuse to lay the tax upon the people to prosecute it. (81)
La Follette's citation of the Constitution and his interpretation of its language functioned
to drive home his point that the ultimate responsibility for the war rested with Congress and
that President Wilson was overstepping his Executive authority.83 Again citing section 8 of the
Constitution—which specifically grants Congress the power "to declare war" and "to raise and
support armies" (82)—La Follette drew the conclusion for his audience that "in the foregoing
grants of power, which are as complete as language can make them, there is no mention of the
President. Nothing is omitted from the powers conferred upon the Congress. Even the power to
make the rules for the government and the regulation of all the national forces, both on land
and on the sea, is vested in the Congress" (emphasis added, 83). Here the senator relied on a
common understanding of the verbiage presented, "looking to the meaning of the words of the
Constitution alone, as they would be interpreted by the average contemporary 'man on the
street'."84
Evident in parts of La Follette's address is what Bobbitt warned about, that the historical
and textual can appear together and may become muddled. Bobbitt explained, "oftentimes
[the historical] modality is confused with textual argument since both can have reference to the
specific text of the Constitution. Historical, or 'originalist' approaches to constructing the text,
however, are distinctive in their reference back to what a particular provision is thought to have
meant to its ratifiers."85 In a merging of the historical and textual, La Follette announced, "to
make certain that no question could possibly arise, the framers of the Constitution declared
that Congress shall have power—To make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for
carrying into execution the foregoing powers, and all other powers vested by this Constitution
in the government of the United States, or in any department or officer thereof" (84).
Ultimately, it matters less which kind of argument this is and more what La Follette wanted to
communicate. In this case, he relied upon the full weight of the Constitution and the framers to
support his claim about congressional powers.
La Follette used the textual modality to not only articulate which powers belonged to
Congress, but to detail the powers that did not belong to the president. Citing section 2 of
Article II (88), La Follette reminded his colleagues that "the only power relating to war with
which the Executive was entrusted was that of acting as commander in chief of the army and
navy and of the militia when called into actual service" (88). In other words, according to La
Follette's textual interpretation, the president "has no military authority over any of the
persons that may compose it. He can not enlist a man, or provide a uniform, or a single gun, or
pound of powder. The country may be invaded from all sides and except for the command of
the regular army, the president, as commander in chief of the army, is as powerless as any
citizen to stem the tide of the invasion" (89). Further building his case by citing the exact
language of the Constitution—specifically, "Article II, section 2 which provides that the
President shall have no power by and with the consent of the Senate to make treaties,
providing two-thirds of the Senate present concur" (91)—La Follette focused not on the powers
granted to the Executive but to the powers lacking. The senator announced that the president
"gets no authority to declare the purposes and objects of any war in which the country may be
engaged," and the "President can no more make a treaty of peace without the approval not
only of the Senate but of two-thirds of the Senators present than he can appoint a judge of the
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Supreme Court without the concurrence of the Senate" (93). Hammering home his point with
an historical appeal, the senator concluded: "Thus completely did the fathers of the
Constitution strip the Executive of military power" (89) and "if it should arise, under the
Constitution, the final authority and the power to ultimately control is vested by the
Constitution in the Congress" (93).
La Follette's Doctrinal Arguments
The third modality La Follette favored in his speech is doctrinal or precedential. This
type of argument, Bobbitt explained, is "almost wholly based on precedent and is derived from
the doctrines that have accreted around various constitutional provisions."86 La Follette
announced plainly his intention for citing previous resolutions and amendments concerning war
powers: "I now invite your attention to some of the precedents established by Congress
showing that it has exercised almost from the time of the first Congress substantially the
powers I am urging it should assert now" (113). While doctrinal arguments appeared
throughout the speech, most often connected to his historical arguments, La Follette
concentrated his precedential arguments in a section appropriately titled, "Congressional
Precedents." In fact, the senator plainly identified his primary sources: "Many of the precedents
to which I shall now briefly refer will be found in Hinds' Precedents…[and] the records of
Congress itself as contained in the Congressional Globe and Congressional Record" (113).
La Follette made appeals to congressional doctrines and precedents as exemplars and as
cautionary tales. In one example, he turned to the Spanish-American War in 1898 as a
congressional precedent. The joint resolution, which President McKinley signed, authorized
military intervention in Cuba and plainly stated our commitment to "leave the government and
control of the island to its people" when the war was over (126). The point of providing this
example was to exhibit what "a clear declaration of foreign policy…as well as a declaration of
war" should look like (125). Similarly, he referred to the doctrine established on April 28, 1904,
by both the House and Senate regarding "maritime powers" of the president in war, observing
that, "so far as I am aware, there is an unbroken line of precedents by Congress upon this
subject down to the time of the present administration" (128). The assumptions undergirding
these statements were that congressional precedents and doctrines are valuable and directive;
that Congress must play a significant role in declaring, managing, and ending war; and that
President Wilson was not sufficiently honoring long-held congressional precedents.
Along these lines, La Follette recounted how congressional doctrines have been crafted
to prevent presidential overreach and thus established legal precedent for subsequent
presidents. The example Fighting Bob chose to highlight involved an amendment passed by
Congress at the close of the Mexican War:
It is true that in 1846 President Polk, without consulting Congress, assumed to send the
army of the United States into territory the title of which was in dispute between the
United States and Mexico, thereby precipitating bloodshed and the Mexican War. But it
is also true that this act was condemned as unconstitutional by the great constitutional
lawyers of the country, and Abraham Lincoln, when he became a Member of the next
Congress, voted for and supported the resolution, called the Ashmun amendment,
which passed the House of Representatives. (128)
The Ashmun amendment meant to censure Polk by declaring that the Mexican War had been
"unnecessarily and unconstitutionally begun by the President of the United States"(128).
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Ultimately, all of the examples in this section supported La Follette's overall claim that it was
the "duty" of Congress, not the president, "to declare our specific purposes in the present war
and to state the objects upon the attainment of which we will make peace" (144).
Pressing his point further—that it was Congress's "duty" to discuss and make decisions
about war—La Follette again cited congressional doctrines to argue that President Wilson had
no legal basis upon which to label war dissenters in Congress as traitors. In one instance, La
Follette referred to a resolution passed by the House of Representatives (by 119 to 8 votes)
during the Civil War and "reported by Mr. Henry Winter Davis from the Committee on Foreign
Affairs" (123). That resolution, he concluded, set a precedent regarding the "authoritative
voice" afforded to Congress in foreign matters; specifically, "that Congress has a constitutional
right to an authoritative voice in declaring and prescribing the foreign policy of the United
States as well in the recognition of new powers as in other matters, and it is the constitutional
duty of the president to respect that policy no less in diplomatic negotiations than in the use of
the national force when authorized by law" (emphasis in original, 123). La Follette's focus here
was on the "authoritative voice" in times of war as he reasoned that "it was the duty of the
president to respect the authority of Congress in diplomatic negotiations even as he must
respect it when the Congress determined the policy of the Government in the use of the
national forces" (124). The senator's audience could fill in the unstated conclusion: that the
president must respect the "voices" of Congress, even the dissenting ones, because it was
congressmen's "constitutional right" to speak and the president's "constitutional duty" to listen
(124).
La Follette's Ethical Arguments
While La Follette's use of ethical arguments was not featured prominently throughout
the speech, he did make some notable appeals to the moral commitments of the American
people. The ethical modality, Bobbitt clarified, "denotes an appeal to those elements of the
American cultural ethos that are reflected in the Constitution."87 Unlike the textual modality,
ethical arguments reference the values of the American people that may not be written directly
into the Constitution. At its core, ethical arguments assume a "living constitution" rather than a
static document that reflects the context in which it finds itself.88 Smith warned that the ethical
modality can "sometimes smack of majoritarianism, imposing the values of the many on the
few."89 As La Follette delivered this address during the Progressive Era, it seems reasonable to
assume that he would weave progressive ethics throughout; however, it appears that he largely
appealed to timeless American values instead.
La Follette argued that the values inscribed in the Constitution, especially the right to
free speech, were those held dear to the American people. Midway through the speech, in a
section titled "Discussion by English Statesmen," La Follette quoted directly from British
politicians who opposed various wars, such as David Lloyd-George who opposed the Boer War
and Lord (William Pitt) Chatham who opposed the American Revolutionary War. He quoted
from these notable British leaders "to show that the principle of free speech was no new
doctrine born of the Constitution of the United States. Our Constitution merely declared the
principle. It did not create it. It is a heritage of English-speaking peoples, which has been won by
incalculable sacrifice, and which they must preserve so long as they hope to live as free men"
(70). In this case, the "principle" and "heritage" of free speech was the moral commitment
cherished by Americans; not because of the Constitution, but because of the American people's
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values. He even went so far as to describe "free speech, free press, and right of assemblage" as
"personal rights…so explicitly and emphatically guaranteed by the Constitution" (71). With this
modality, rhetors argue that not just the Constitution must be honored, but perhaps more
importantly, the sacred, time-honored "principles" and "personal rights" enshrined therein.
Near the end of the speech, La Follette referenced ethical commitments of the
American people not explicitly expressed in the Constitution; namely, the moral commitment to
lasting peace. "No conviction is stronger with the people today," the senator declared, "than
that there should be no future wars except in case of actual invasion, unless supported by
referendum, a plebiscite, a vote of ratification upon the declaration of war before it shall
become effective" (136). La Follette's reference to the people of "today" pointed to the fluidity
of American values in context, not necessarily long-held principles written into the Constitution.
That is, La Follette may have been referring to his fellow Progressives with this statement,
because most Progressives fashioned themselves as anti-war. But the senator did manage to tie
the principles of peace back to the Constitution by explaining that the people could "voice their
convictions through their chosen representatives in Congress;" specifically, by allowing
Congress to "assert its constitutional power to define and declare the objects of this war which
will afford the basis for a conference and for the establishment of permanent peace" (137). Of
course, this may have been a veiled invitation for voters to elect more progressives into
government positions.
La Follette's reliance on historical and textual arguments suggest an idealistic
perspective, whereas his reliance on doctrinal and ethical arguments suggest a more pragmatic
perspective. As Heyse argued, the historical, textual, and structural modalities are often
employed by rhetors wishing "to uphold the exact letter of the law and honor the original
intent of the Founders, perhaps reflecting an idealistic perspective."90 Conversely, the
precedential, ethical, and prudential modalities are evoked by rhetors who are "concerned with
the pragmatics of law and how it impacts the day-to-day lives of contemporary Americans."91
The present analysis reveals an equal balance of idealistic and pragmatic perspectives on La
Follette's part as he understood the necessities of war but also the ideals that must be
protected in times of intense crisis. Ultimately, La Follette concluded with a pragmatic call to
support and properly arm our troops (156), but above all, to honor the ideals of free speech,
because "if the American people are to carry on this great war, if public opinion is to be
enlightened and intelligent, there must be free discussion" (149).
Legacy of the Speech
The outpouring of support and admiration for Fighting Bob's address was abundant and
immediate. When La Follette finished delivering his oration, "the galleries thundered loud
applause; the vice-president had to gavel them into silence."92 Overwhelmingly, "La Follette's
sympathizers loved his address…. In the heartland, many agreed with La Follette—perhaps a
majority."93 Eugene Debs wrote in a letter to La Follette that the speech "is one of the few
really great speeches ever made in Congress and will take its place among the classic orations of
the age and one of the most eloquent, fearless, forceful appeals ever made for human rights
and human freedom."94 La Follette's "Free Speech and the Right of Congress to Declare the
Objects of the War" remains a fixture in the pantheon of great American speeches on First
Amendment rights, particularly in times of national crisis. The speech embodies "a classic
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argument for free speech in time of war,"95 and according to Cos and Snee, it is "among the
most important rhetorical texts to have emerged from that dramatic period."96
The speech was not without its detractors, however, and critics believed that La Follette
"belonged either in jail or in Germany,"97 and he received no invitations for anti-war speaking
engagements outside of the Senate chambers.98 By and large, "his plea went unheeded" as
"government propaganda united most of the public in common cause and common hatred;"99
the expulsion case against him continued; the Espionage Act remained in place; the war raged
on; and La Follette retained his status as an excoriated figure to many. Burgchardt observed
that this speech and "his other rhetorical efforts were not immediately effective in restoring his
reputation. But, over a longer period, he was exonerated."100
La Follette's address is better judged in terms of its potential future impact. After the
war ended in 1918 and Americans expressed "revulsion toward the war," the public began to
view La Follette and his actions "in a new light."101 Burgchardt argued that La Follette may have
sensed the long-term and enduring legacy of his rhetoric: "La Follette addressed a future
audience in his October 6 speech. Where persuasion was not immediately feasible, he opted for
placing his arguments in the public record. He was content to submit his case to the judgment
of the future. On the freedom of speech issue, history judged him kindly."102 Indeed, one
century later, Cos and Snee argued that La Follette's speech serves as "a model for rhetorically
satisfying the competing commitments to freedom and safety,"103 as well as "a model for public
rhetoric in times of war."104
During times of war, the line between dissent and disloyalty becomes blurred and
strained; arguments for patriotism and security are pitted against arguments for civil liberties
and free expression.105 From the perspective of civil libertarianism, free speech is vital in times
of national crisis: "dissent in wartime can be the highest form of patriotism....dissent that
questions the conduct and morality of war is, on this view, the very essence of responsible and
courageous citizenship."106 However, when passions run high, as they invariably do during times
of war, such a perspective can be easily overlooked and dismissed.107 Instead, "dissenters are
marked with the sign of the domestic enemy and accused of weakening the nation from within,
of making the homeland vulnerable to foreign enemies."108 Besides the potential demonization
of dissent during wartime, another danger comes when the government rushes to pass rash
and draconian legislation against free speech, such as the Espionage Act, in response to the
"public hysteria" of wartime.109 To this point, Stone has argued that it may be prudent to install
legislation during peace time, when cooler and calmer heads prevail, that prevents Congress
"from enacting wartime legislation that limits dissent without full and fair deliberation,"
requires a "cooling off" period, and includes a "sunset provision" that sets an expiration date
for wartime legislation.110 These and other potential safeguards are important lessons gleaned
from historical and rhetorical reflection.
The lessons we learn from the study of history and rhetoric—in this case, the
Progressive Era and Senator La Follette—are certainly applicable in today's political landscape.
The present study may guide our understanding of modern day political agitators, such as the
Tea Partiers, when we consider the legacy of the progressive insurgents. The Tea Party formed
in 2009 by conservative Republicans who opposed to the agenda of President Barack Obama.
While the Tea Party lacks (and often resists) a cohesive agenda itself, Tea Partiers typically
support reduced government spending and national debt, lowered taxes and government
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oversight, a strengthened military, and conservative social reforms that promote traditional
family values. Reminiscent of progressive insurgents such as Fighting Bob, members of the Tea
Party "identify with the premises set forth by the U.S. Constitution" and consider their ideology
as "a light illuminating the path to the original intentions of our Founding Fathers."111 While the
social reforms championed by the progressives were certainly far more liberal than those
advocated by the Tea Party, Wolraich found that the Tea Party's "ferocious tactics"—such as
"long-shot primary challenges, sensational filibusters, uncompromising ideology, and populist
rhetoric"—were pioneered by La Follette for the progressive insurgents.112
More recently, the historical and rhetorical legacy of the Progressive Era and Fighting
Bob may help shine light on the most recent national upheaval. As this essay is being written,
Americans find themselves deeply "divided and uncertain"113 following the 2016 election of
Donald Trump to the U.S. presidency. In some ways, President Trump's rhetoric reflects the
forceful and emotional discourse that critics decried of the Progressive Era's oratorical revival.
Recall the words of the Milwaukee Journal reporter in 1902 who criticized La Follette’s
acceptance speech at the Republican convention: "This is not oratory, it is passion. It is
fanaticism. It is demagoguery. It is not force, it is frenzy."114 Now consider the criticisms of
Donald Trump's campaign rhetoric which were also typically depicted as demagoguery: "redfaced, angry, and—by the end—visibly sweating…it was an address filled with extravagant
emotion, hyperbole and plainly ridiculous promises. Trump has officially secured his place as
one of the most capable demagogues the country has ever seen."115 Similarly, Salon writer
Chauncey Devega characterized a Trump rally speech as "rage-filled and almost manic," and
Trump himself as "a raging paranoid demagogue."116 This is not to suggest that Donald Trump's
and Robert La Follette's rhetoric are equal because they are decidedly not (that is, La Follette's
passionate rhetoric centered around tightly reasoned arguments whereas Donald Trump's does
not). It is only to suggest that criticisms of both men focus on the "fanatical" and "frenzied"
qualities of their rhetoric that some audiences find troubling yet others find refreshing and
persuasive.
In sum, if we wish to guard ourselves against the potentially demonizing and divisive
rhetoric of demagogues; if we wish to support or counter the maneuvers of political agitators;
and if we wish to honor the free speech rights of war supporters and dissenters alike, we only
need to recognize the value of hindsight and learn from our collective history. We can turn to
the U.S. Constitution for direction, guidance, and clarity. We can look to our leaders and follow
in the path those who reflect our ideals. For his part, if Fighting Bob were alive today, "he'd be
howling in the Capitol."117
____________________
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